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A U T H O R - H I G H L I G H T S

! High threshold or phase-delayed inhibition can both decode synchronized oscillations.
! High threshold and phase-delayed inhibition detect absolute vs. relative synchrony.
! No noise: high threshold decoder and phase-delayed inhibition perform equally well.
! With noise: phase-delayed inhibition performs better than a high threshold.
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a b s t r a c t

Synchronized oscillations are observed in a diverse array of neuronal systems, suggesting that synchrony
represents a common mechanism used by the brain to encode and relay information. Coherent
population activity can be deciphered by a decoder neuron with a high spike threshold or by a decoder
using phase-delayed inhibition. These two mechanisms are fundamentally different – a high spike
threshold detects a minimum number of synchronous input spikes (absolute synchrony), while phase-
delayed inhibition requires a !xed fraction of incoming spikes to be synchronous (relative synchrony).
We show that, in a system with noisy encoders where stimuli are encoded through synchrony, phase-
delayed inhibition enables the creation of a decoder that can respond both reliably and speci!cally to a
stimulus, while a high spike threshold does not.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Coherent oscillations are an ubiquitous encoding feature of the
brain, and have been observed in numerous neuronal systems
within a broad assortment of animal species, e.g., see Eckhorn
(1994); Friedrich et al. (2004); Gray (1994); Laurent and
Davidowitz (1994); Murthy and Fetz (1992); Sridharan et al.
(2011). The importance of synchrony in information processing
tasks performed by the brain implies the existence of an appro-
priate neuronal decoding mechanism. If a set of encoders is
representing information through synchronized oscillations, the
simplest way to design a decoder (or read-out cell) is by employ-
ing a neuron with a spike threshold that is high relative to the
strength of encoder inputs. With a high spike threshold, multiple
encoders must !re simultaneously in order for suf!cient summa-
tion to occur to drive the decoder's membrane potential above

threshold. The read-out cell will therefore spike only if such a
synchronous !ring event transpires.

A second way to design a synchrony detector is through the use
of phase-delayed inhibition (Fig. 1). In this scheme, the encoders
provide direct excitation to the decoder, but en-route encoder
axons collaterally innervate a group of inhibitory interneurons,
which in turn provide powerful inhibition to the read-out cell. Due
to delayed information "ow through the inhibitory pathway, each
excitatory input to the decoder is followed, with a characteristic
temporal lag, by an inhibitory input. If the encoders spike
haphazardly during an oscillation cycle, then the inhibitory inter-
neurons follow accordingly, and the read-out cell remains
shrouded in inhibition and unable to spike. If, on the other hand,
the encoders !re synchronously during an oscillation cycle, then
the decoder will receive concurrent excitation followed by pooled
inhibition, allowing the read-out cell to respond within the
window of excitation. Thus, the read-out neuron will !re only if
encoder inputs are suf!ciently synchronous.

Given that a decoder with a high spike threshold is architecturally
easier to implement than one utilizing phase-delayed inhibition, one
might expect to observe high threshold decoders in neuronal
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systems that require synchrony detection. However, in reality
many systems employ phase-delayed inhibition, e.g., see Perez-
Orive et al. (2004); Sridharan et al. (2011); Pouille and Scanziani
(2001); Wehr and Zador (2003); Mittmann et al. (2005); Blitz and
Regehr (2005). This suggests that phase-delayed inhibition may
provide an inherent advantage over simply using a high spike
threshold.

In upcoming work (Patel and Joshi, currently submitted), we
showed that, while both phase-delayed inhibition and high spike
threshold can create a read-out cell that behaves as a sharp
synchrony !lter (i.e., the response of the decoder jumps and rapidly
saturates once the inputs exceed a critical level of synchrony),
phase-delayed inhibition does so in a much more robust manner.
With phase-delayed inhibition, the synchrony threshold (the critical
level of synchrony that inputs must surpass in order to induce the
decoder to spike), is impervious to noise – the value of the
synchrony threshold remains relatively unchanged even when faced
with considerable "uctuations in the number of input spikes. The
synchrony threshold created using a high spike threshold decoder,
on the other hand, exhibits no such robustness and is exquisitely
sensitive to noise.

This difference in robustness arises because high spike threshold
and phase-delayed inhibition detect synchrony in fundamentally
different ways. During an oscillation cycle, a high spike threshold
decoder requires a minimum number of concurrently arriving spikes
in order to respond, and hence is sensitive to the total number of
incoming spikes (absolute synchrony). A phase-delayed inhibition
decoder exhibits little dependence on the total number of incoming
spikes, but rather requires a minimum fraction of the incoming
spikes during an oscillation cycle to be synchronous in order to
respond (relative synchrony). This essential difference is portrayed
in Fig. 2. In this work, we extend our previous results to show that if
stimuli are encoded through synchronized oscillations by a popula-
tion of noisy encoders, then phase-delayed inhibition can create a
decoder that responds both reliably and speci!cally to a particular
stimulus, while a high spike threshold cannot.

2. Results

Our approach is two-fold: we perform idealized analytical
calculations to illustrate the fundamental distinction between

phase-delayed inhibition and a high spike threshold, and we
perform computational experiments using an integrate-and-!re
decoder neuron in order to provide a more biophysically realistic
setting. Our purpose is to show that, if stimuli are encoded with
synchrony in a system of noisy encoders, a decoder that is both
reliable and stimulus-speci!c can be constructed by phase-delayed
inhibition but not by a high spike threshold. We therefore simulate
two different stimuli by modulating the synchrony, rather than
number, of encoder spikes, and we attempt to construct a decoder
that responds in a reliable and speci!c manner to one of the two
stimuli (i.e., if we denote the two stimuli by stimulus 1 and
stimulus 2, then we attempt to design a decoder that responds
during trials of stimulus 1 but does not respond during trials of
stimulus 2).

2.1. Model construction

We !x a period of 50 ms within which to distribute encoder
and inhibitory interneuron spikes, though similar results are
obtained with all choices of period tested (so long as the time
course of inhibition h is scaled appropriately with the period). We
denote the total number of encoder spikes by N, where N is drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with mean !N # 125 and standard
deviation sN # 25. Stimulus 1 is represented by modulating the
synchrony of a fraction of the total number of encoder spikes, with
this fraction drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean
!1 # 0:55 and standard deviation s1 # 0:05. The fraction corre-
sponding to stimulus 2 is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with
mean !2 # 0:275 and standard deviation s2 # 0:05. The phase of
stimulus-induced spikes is drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with mean 0 and standard deviation sstim # 3 ms, while the phase
of the remaining (noisy) spikes is drawn from a Gaussian distribu-
tion with mean 0 and standard deviation snoise # 12 ms. Unless
otherwise indicated, these standard values are used in all !gures.

For the analytical calculations, we idealize the distinction
between high spike threshold and phase-delayed inhibition by
appealing to the property that high spike threshold detects
absolute synchrony, while phase-delayed inhibition detects rela-
tive synchrony. For the high threshold case, we set a threshold (in
minimum number of synchronous encoder spikes) of f and we
calculate the probability of decoder response as PfNw4 f g, where
Nw is the number of the N encoder spikes that fall within a
w#3 ms window centered at 0 ms. For the phase-delayed inhibi-
tion case, we set a synchrony threshold s (0!s!1) and we calculate
the probability of decoder response as PfNw=N4sg (see Methods
for mathematical details).

For the computational studies, we simulate the decoder as an
integrate-and-!re neuron with conductance-based excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic inputs (see Methods for model details). If an
encoder spike occurs at time ", an excitatory input to the decoder
is described as a square pulse beginning at time " with amplitude
Ae and duration c ms. The corresponding inhibitory interneuron
spike is described as a square pulse beginning at time ""d with
amplitude Ai and duration h ms. We !x the synaptic delay at
d#3 ms; we !x c#3 ms and h#5 ms in accordance with the
approximate time course of fast excitatory and inhibitory synapses
within the brain, while the amplitudes Ae and Ai are varied during
our simulations. The parameters are set such that the decoder
spikes either 0 or 1 times during any particular 50 ms trial; the
probability of decoder response is computed as Ts=T , where
T#5000 is the total number of trials and Ts is the number of trials
during which the decoder spikes. The high threshold case is
simulated by setting Ae to be relatively small with Ai#0 (no
inhibition with weak encoder inputs relative to the spike thresh-
old), while the phase-delayed inhibition case is simulated by
setting Ae and Ai at relatively large values.

Inhibitory
Interneuron(s)

Encoders

Decoder

Fig. 1. Schematic of network architecture needed to implement phase-delayed
inhibition. A set of excitatory encoder neurons innervate a set of inhibitory
interneurons as well as sending convergent input to a decoder neuron. The decoder
neuron also receives input from the inhibitory interneurons. Each excitatory
encoder spike is followed, with a slight delay, by an inhibitory interneuron spike.
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2.2. Phase-delayed inhibition vs. high spike threshold

In Fig. 3(A), we use the idealized analytical calculation to plot
the probability of decoder response as a function of response
threshold for both the high threshold and phase-delayed inhibi-
tion scenarios. In Fig. 3(B), similar plots are shown for the
biophysical integrate-and-!re decoder. The response threshold
is varied in the high threshold scenario by lowering the amplitude
Ae of encoder inputs (since the spike threshold of the integrate-
and-!re cell is !xed, lowering Ae effectively simulates a higher
spike threshold relative to the strength of encoder inputs). In the

phase-delayed inhibition case, Ae is !xed and the response thresh-
old is varied by increasing the strength Ai of inhibitory inputs
(increasing the amplitude of inhibition raises the level of relative
synchrony required among the encoder inputs to induce the
decoder to !re; this is explored in currently submitted work by
Patel and Joshi). As expected, for both stimulus 1 and stimulus
2 the probability of decoder response drops from 1 to 0 as the
response threshold is raised. However, since our interest is in
creating a decoder that responds reliably to stimulus 1 without
responding to stimulus 2, the important quantity is the difference
in the probability of response to stimulus 1 and the probability of

Fig. 2. Phase-delayed inhibition detects relative synchrony (i.e., the decoder responds if the fraction of incoming spikes that are synchronous exceeds a particular value),
while a high spike threshold detects absolute synchrony (i.e., the decoder responds if a minimum number of the incoming spikes arrive synchronously). Both plots show the
probability that an integrate-and-!re decoder spikes as a function of the total number of incoming encoder spikes (distributed throughout a 50 ms period); encoder spike
phases have a standard deviation of 5 ms or 10 ms (mean spike phase is 0 ms, where the 50 ms window stretches from "25 ms to 25 ms). Left: in the high threshold case,
there is no inhibition and the amplitude of excitatory inputs is set at a small value (0.001). The probability that the decoder responds jumps to high values once the total
number of input spikes exceeds a certain threshold value. Right: in the phase-delayed inhibition case, the amplitude of excitatory encoder inputs is set at a large value (0.01),
with each excitatory input followed, with a 3 ms delay, by a large amplitude (0.03) inhibitory input. The response of the decoder exhibits little dependence on the total
number of input spikes; the decoder has a high response probability for a 5 ms spike phase standard deviation (highly synchronous inputs), and a low response probability
for a 10 ms spike phase standard deviation (less synchronous inputs).

Fig. 3. The probability of decoder response for stimulus 1 and stimulus 2 is plotted in the high threshold case and the phase-delayed inhibition case, both for the idealized
mathematical model and the biophysical integrate-and-!re decoder model (see text). (A) For the high threshold case, the parameter f represents the spike threshold of the
decoder (i.e., the number encoder spikes that must arrive concurrently in order for the decoder to respond). For the phase-delayed inhibition case, the parameter s
represents the synchrony threshold of the decoder (i.e., the fraction of encoder spikes that must arrive synchronously in order for the decoder to respond). (B) For the high
threshold case, the amplitude of encoder inputs (Ae) is shown on the abscissa (since the integrate-and-!re decoder has a !xed spike threshold, lowering the strength of
excitatory inputs is equivalent to raising the spike threshold). For the phase-delayed inhibition case, the amplitude of encoder inputs is !xed at Ae#0.01, and the strength of
inhibitory interneuron inputs Ai is varied, with the ratio Ae=Ai shown on the abscissa.
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response to stimulus 2; the difference curves corresponding to the
plots in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4. For both the analytical
calculation and particularly the computational results, a greater
probability difference is observed in the phase-delayed inhibition
scenario than in the high threshold case, suggesting that phase-
delayed inhibition can create a decoder that responds both reliably
and speci!cally to stimulus 1, while a high spike threshold can
create a decoder that is either reliable or speci!c (but not both).
Furthermore, Fig. 4(B) shows that in the high threshold case the
probability difference is delicately sensitive to the amplitude of
encoder inputs, implying that Ae needs to be !nely tuned (within
the range #0:0012"0:0008) in order to achieve even a modest
probability difference. In the phase-delayed inhibition scenario, a
high probability difference can be generated in a robust manner –
high probability differences are seen when the amplitude of
inhibition Ai is #2–3 times the strength of excitation Ae.

In Figs. 3 and 4, we employed the standard parameters
described above, in which the total number of encoder spikes is
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean !N # 125 and
standard deviation sN # 25. The phase of stimulus-induced spikes
has standard deviation sstim # 3 ms, while the phase of the
remaining (noisy) spikes has standard deviation snoise # 12 ms. In
Fig. 5, we keep these same parameters, except on the abscissa we
vary snoise (i.e., we vary the synchrony difference between
stimulus-induced spikes and noisy spikes), and on the ordinate
we plot
maxfP$decoder responds to stimulus 1%"P$decoder responds to
stimulus 2%g (i.e., the peaks of the curves in Fig. 4). Fig. 5 shows
that as the difference in synchrony between stimulus-induced and
noisy spikes increases, a high spike threshold and a phase-delayed
inhibition decoder both become more reliable and speci!c; how-
ever, the phase-delayed inhibition decoder consistently performs
signi!cantly better than the high threshold decoder. Moreover, the

phase-delayed inhibition decoder can both reliably and speci!cally
respond to stimulus 1 even for relatively small synchrony differ-
ences between the noisy and stimulus-induced spikes (in the right
panel of Fig. 5, the maximum probability difference for phase-
delayed inhibition approaches #0:5 for snoise # 6 ms).

The reason that phase-delayed inhibition performs strikingly
better than a high spike threshold is because our system is noisy,
in the sense that total spike number is drawn from a Gaussian
distribution with mean !N # 125 and standard deviation sN # 25. If
the total spike number were !xed, then it would presumably be
easier to set the spike threshold of the decoder at a value that
ensures both reliable and speci!c responses to stimulus 1, and
hence the advantage of using phase-delayed inhibition would be
lost. In order to assess the contribution of noise in spike number to
the advantage of using phase-delayed inhibition over a high spike
threshold, we keep the standard parameters described above,
except we vary the noisiness of the system. Fig. 6 plots
maxfP$decoder responds to stimulus 1%"P$decoder responds to
stimulus 2%g as a function of the noisiness of the system (sN). Fig. 6
shows that when there is no noise in the system (sN # 0), high
spike threshold and phase-delayed perform comparably (both
decoder schemes can create reliable and speci!c responses to
stimulus 1), but as an increasing amount of noise is introduced
into the system, the performance of the high spike threshold
decoder rapidly declines while the phase-delayed inhibition deco-
der continues to perform at a high level.

3. Discussion

In this work, we have shown that in a system of noisy encoders
where stimuli are encoded by synchrony, phase-delayed inhibition
enables construction of a read-out neuron that can respond in

Fig. 4. Difference curves are shown for the plots in Fig. 3. The ordinate shows the probability that the decoder responds to stimulus 1 minus the probability that the decoder
responds to stimulus 2, both for the idealized mathematical model and the biophysical integrate-and-!re decoder model (see text). (A) For the high threshold case, the
parameter f represents the spike threshold of the decoder (i.e., the number encoder spikes that must arrive concurrently in order for the decoder to respond). For the phase-
delayed inhibition case, the parameter s represents the synchrony threshold of the decoder (i.e., the fraction of encoder spikes that must arrive synchronously in order for the
decoder to respond). (B) For the high threshold case, the amplitude of encoder inputs (Ae) is shown on the abscissa (since the integrate-and-!re decoder has a !xed spike
threshold, lowering the strength of excitatory inputs is equivalent to raising the spike threshold). For the phase-delayed inhibition case, the amplitude of encoder inputs is
!xed at Ae#0.01, and the strength of inhibitory interneuron inputs Ai is varied, with the ratio Ae=Ai shown on the abscissa.
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both a reliable and speci!c manner to a stimulus, while a high
spike threshold decoder can respond in either a reliable or speci!c
manner, but cannot exhibit both properties. The situation
addressed in our model may arise when there is a system of n
noisy encoders, with different stimuli modulating the synchrony of
different (but potentially overlapping) subsets of the n encoders.
For example, stimulus 1 may cause a subset of k encoders to !re in
a synchronous manner, while stimulus 2 may cause coherent
spiking of a different (but possibly overlapping) subset of k
encoders. In such a system, in order to construct a decoder whose
activity represents the presence or absence of stimulus 1, the
decoder would read from a subset of encoders that includes the k
encoders corresponding to stimulus 1. Thus, if stimulus 1 is
presented, a large fraction of the encoders sending input to the
stimulus 1 decoder will synchronize, while if stimulus 2 is pre-
sented, a smaller fraction of the encoders sending input to the
stimulus 1 decoder will synchronize. Such a situation is observed
in the coding of odor stimuli by the insect antennal lobe, in
particular within the locust and moth (Christensen et al., 2000; Lei
et al., 2002; Mazor and Laurent, 2005). In fact, within the locust,
experimental and theoretical evidence has been provided suggest-
ing that decoders of globally synchronized, 20 Hz antennal lobe
activity employ phase-delayed inhibition (Assisi et al., 2007;
Perez-Orive et al., 2002), though a recent investigation has

disputed the existence of phase-delayed inhibition within this
system (Gupta and Stopfer, 2012).

The phenomenon of phase-delayed inhibition has been observed
in many systems. Gamma oscillations have been observed in the optic
tectum of the barn owl, and outgoing tectal !bers to the nucleus
rotundus of the thalamus have been shown to emanate collaterals to
the intermediary GABAergic nuclei, which in turn provide phase-
delayed inhibition to rotundal cells (Benowitz and Karten, 1976; Deng
and Rogers, 1998; Sridharan et al., 2011). In several systems, phase-
delayed inhibition has been observed as a means to decode synchrony
in the absence of synchronized oscillations. One example is provided
by Schaeffer collaterals, which have been shown to directly excite
hippocampal pyramidal cells, as well as providing indirect phase-
delayed inhibition to these targets with a #2 ms time lag (Fricker and
Miles, 2000; Pouille and Scanziani, 2001). Other examples include
auditory cortical cells (Wehr and Zador, 2003), cerebellar Purkinje cells
(Mittmann et al., 2005), and neurons within the lateral geniculate
nucleus of the thalamus (Blitz and Regehr, 2005). The results of our
investigation apply to these systems as well (to apply our analysis to
these systems, we need only neglect residual dynamics from the
previous oscillation cycle, and we !nd that doing so yields similar
results). Our results may be able to furnish insight into these systems
as well as others employing phase-delayed inhibition as a means to
detect synchronized input.

Fig. 5. maxfP$decoder responds to stim 1%"P$decoder responds to stim 2%g (i.e., the peaks of the curves in Fig. 4) are shown on the ordinate. The total number of encoder
spikes is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean !N # 125 and standard deviation sN # 25. The standard deviation in the phase of stimulus-induced spikes is !xed at
sstim # 3 ms, while the standard deviation in the phase of the remaining (noisy) spikes (snoise) is varied on the abscissa. The fraction of total spikes that are stimulus-induced
is drawn from a Gaussian with mean !1 # 0:55 and standard deviation s1 # 0:05 for stimulus 1 or mean !2 # 0:55 and standard deviation s2 # 0:025 for stimulus 2. Results
are shown for the high threshold case and the phase-delayed inhibition case, both for the idealized mathematical model and the biophysical integrate-and-!re decoder
model (see text).

Fig. 6. max fP$decoder responds to stim 1%"P$decoder responds to stim 2%g (i.e., the peaks of the curves in Fig. 4) are shown on the ordinate. The total number of encoder
spikes is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean !N # 125 and standard deviation sN , with sN varied on the abscissa. The standard deviation in the phase of stimulus-
induced spikes is !xed at sstim # 3 ms, while the standard deviation in the phase of the remaining (noisy) spikes is !xed at snoise # 12 ms. The fraction of total spikes that are
stimulus-induced is drawn from a Gaussian with mean !1 # 0:55 and standard deviation s1 # 0:05 for stimulus 1 or mean !2 # 0:55 and standard deviation s2 # 0:025 for
stimulus 2. Results are shown for the high threshold case and the phase-delayed inhibition case, both for the idealized mathematical model and the biophysical integrate-
and-!re decoder model (see text).
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4. Methods

We performed both idealized analytical calculations and more
realistic computational experiments during the course of our
investigations.

4.1. Analytical calculations

We assume that the total number of encoder spikes N is drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with mean !N # 125 and standard
deviation sN # 25, in other words N#N &!N ,sN'. The fraction F of
stimulus-induced spikes is drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with mean !1 # 0:55 for stimulus 1 and !2 # 0:275 for stimulus 2,
while the standard deviations are given by s1 # s2 # 0:05. The
phase of all spikes has a mean value of 0. In order to model
the higher synchrony of the stimulus-induced spikes compared to
the noisy spikes, we set the standard deviation of the phases of
the stimulus-induced spikes to be less than the corresponding
standard deviation of the noisy spikes.

We denote the number of stimulus-induced spikes by Ns # FN
and the number of noisy spikes by Nn # &1"F'N. Let the phases of
the stimulus-induced spikes be represented by #1,#2,…,#Ns

and
the phases of the noisy spikes by $1,$2,…,$Nn .

For the high threshold case we are interested in determining
the number of spikes that occur in a window of size w centered
around 0, while for the phase-delayed inhibition case we are
interested in determining the fraction of spikes in the same
window. We de!ne Nw to be the number of spikes in a window
of size w around 0. Let I#i$&"w=2,w=2' be the indicator of the event
that the ith stimulus-induced spike has a phase less than w=2 in
absolute value. In other words, the function I#i$&"w=2,w=2' takes the
value 1 if #i$&"w=2,w=2' and takes the value 0 otherwise. Simi-
larly, let I$j$&"w=2,w=2' be the indicator of the event that the jth noisy
spike falls within a window of size w around 0. Using the
indicators, we may represent Nw as

Nw # %
Ns

i # 1
I#i$&"w=2,w=2' " %

Nn

j # 1
I$j$&"w=2,w=2'

In order to calculate the probability PfNw4 f g, where f is an
absolute threshold for the number of spikes required for the read-
out neuron to !re, we condition on all possible values of N and F
and then use the standard normal approximation. In the following,
we abbreviate I#i$&"w=2,w=2' and I$j$&"w=2,w=2' by I#i and I$j , respec-
tively, and let kn$f0,1,2,…,ng. We then have

PfNw4 f g#%
n
%
kn
P %

kn

i # 1
I#i " %

n"kn

j # 1
I$j 4 f

 !

P&n'P&kn',

where P&n'&P&N# n' and P&kn'&P&F # kn=n'.
Letting p&PfI#i$&"w=2,w=2'g, the binomial distribution

%kn
i # 1I#i'B&kn,p' may be approximated by the normal distribution

N &knp,knp&1"p''. We use a similar standard normal approximation
for the noisy spikes as well.

For the phase-delayed inhibition case, the read-out neuron
spikes when the fraction of the total number of spikes within the
window crosses a synchrony threshold s. In other words, we need
to determine the probability PfNw=N4sg as a function of s. We
calculate this quantity by using a similar conditioning on the
values of N and F as follows:

PfNw=N4sg#%
n
%
kn
P %

kn

i # 1
I#i " %

n"kn

j # 1
I$j 4sn

 !

P&n'P&kn':

We used the usual normal approximation to the binomial, similar
to the high threshold case, to perform computation of the above
probabilities.

4.2. Computational procedures

Our decoder was modeled as an integrate-and-!re neuron.
The membrane potential was governed by the following equation:

dV
dt

# "gL&V"E0'"gexc&t'&V"Eexc'"ginh&t'&V"Einh',

where V(t) is the membrane potential, gL#0.05 is the leak conduc-
tance, E0 # 0 is the resting potential, Eexc # 4:67 is the reversal
potential for synaptic excitation, and Einh #"0:67 is the reversal
potential for synaptic inhibition. This is a reduced dimensional model,
with a nondimensional membrane potential, time in units of ms, and
conductance in units of ms"1. A spike was recorded when V(t) reached
a threshold value Ethresh # 1, with V(t) being instantaneously reset to
rest following a spike. An absolute refractory period of 2 ms was
simulated by holding the membrane potential at rest for 2 ms
following a spike. Details of the reduced dimensional model are given
in Tao et al. (2004). Simulations were carried out using the explicit
Euler method with a time step of 0.01ms.

A period of 50 ms was simulated, though similar results were
obtained for all periods (20–100 ms) tested, so long as the time course
of synaptic inhibition hwas scaled appropriately with the period. Data
were gathered from the second oscillation cycle during a trial in order
to account for the effects of residual decoder dynamics from the
previous period. Encoder spike number and spike phases were drawn
from Gaussian distributions as described in the ‘’Results” section. Each
encoder spike was followed, with a 3 ms synaptic delay, by an
inhibitory interneuron spike. Encoder and inhibitory interneuron
inputs were described by step functions. If an encoder spike occurred
at time ", then gexc(t) was incremented by a value Ae at time " and
subsequently decremented by Ae at time ""c. To describe the
corresponding interneuron spike, ginh(t) was incremented by a value
Ai at time ""3 and subsequently decremented by Ai at time ""3"h.
The time course of excitation was !xed at c#3ms, while the time
course of inhibition was !xed at h#5ms. The amplitude of excita-
tion (Ae) and inhibition (Ai) were varied during the course of our
simulations.
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